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Aladdin Paperbacks, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book
Condition: New. Reprint. 216 x 144 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Could your teacher be an alien? Bruce Coville
s funny sci-fi favorite has sold more than a million copies, and
has a new look for its twenty-fifth anniversary! Susan Simmons
can tell that her new substitute teacher is really weird. But she
doesn t know how weird until she catches him peeling off his
face--and she realizes that Mr. Smith is really an alien! At first no
one will believe her--except Peter Thompson, the class brain.
When Peter and Susan discover Mr. Smith s horrible plans for
their classmates, they know they have to act fast. Only they can
get rid of their extraterrestrial visitor--and save the rest of the
sixth grade class from a fate that s far worse than math tests!.
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Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD-- Pr of . Isobel Heller  MD

A whole new e book with an all new point of view. It is one of the most incredible book i actually have go through. I am
easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading through a written book.
-- Na tha na el Tr eutel-- Na tha na el Tr eutel
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